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Neutron-induced fission cross sections simulated from„t,pf… results

W. Younes* and H. C. Britt
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, California 94551

~Received 3 October 2002; published 28 February 2003!

Neutron-induced fission cross sections on235U and 235Um targets in the incident neutron energy rangeEn

50.1– 2.5 MeV have been deduced from surrogate234U(t,p f) measurements. The surrogate (t,p f) reaction is
used to populate the same compound system as the (n, f ) reaction before fission, and modeling is used to
compensate for the difference in population mechanisms. The calculations presented in this paper improve on
previous results by incorporating realistic angular momentum and parity distributions for the (t,p) channel,
and by updating transmission-coefficient values used in the neutron-capture and emission contributions that
compete with the fission process. The results are generally reliable within the 10% systematic uncertainties of
the (t,p f) data.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.67.024610 PACS number~s!: 25.40.2h, 25.85.Ec, 25.85.Ge
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I. INTRODUCTION

Direct-reaction-fission correlation measurements all
access to many compound systems that are unavailabl
neutron-induced reactions because of the lack of target
terial with suitable lifetimes. Previously, very simplist
models were used with fission-probability data measu
@1–6# in (t,p f), (3He,d f), (3He,t f ) and other reactions, an
with estimated neutron-induced compound-nucleus cr
sections to obtain indirect estimates for (n, f ) cross sections
@7,8#. In this earlier work, measured fission probabiliti
were simply multiplied by estimated neutron compou
cross sections to yield an estimated (n, f ) cross section.
Comparisons to cases where (n, f ) cross sections had bee
measured directly indicated that this technique could yi
estimated (n, f ) cross sections with accuracy of order 10
20 % for incident neutron energies above about 1 MeV. Ho
ever, below 1 MeV, there were serious discrepancies
were attributed to two possible factors. First, the convers
of fission probabilities to cross sections did not account
effects due to the difference in angular-momentum distri
tions in the direct and neutron-capture reactions. Seco
there was considerable uncertainty in the low-energy neu
transmission coefficients available at that time. This led to
uncertainty in the calculated neutron compound-nucl
cross section. This ambiguity was illustrated in the case
the 3He-induced reactions where it was shown that a c
stant neutron compound cross section of 3.1 barn reprodu
the existing (n, f ) measurements where an overlap betwe
the data sets existed, but optical model calculations predi
an unexpected increase in compound cross section with
creasing energy below 1 MeV@8#.

In more recent times there have been efforts to ext
‘‘surrogate-reaction’’ techniques to other types of neutro
induced cross sections. A new direction in this area was
recent estimate of239Pu(n,2n) cross sections from the obse
vation of g rays in the final product238Pu @9#. Additionally,
with the advent of secondary beams of radioactive specie
several laboratories and the prospect of a major new fac
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~the Rare Isotope Accelerator!, there is interest in developing
techniques for simulating neutron cross sections using d
from (d,p) reactions done in inverse kinematics@10#. Many
of the statistical-model and nuclear-structure considerati
discussed in this paper in relation to the inference of (n, f )
cross sections from direct-reaction fission data are a
present in the interpretation of data for these proposed
rogate reactions.

In the present paper we present an analysis of fiss
probability data from the234U(t,p f) reaction to yield esti-
mated neutron cross sections for235U that can be compared
to the evaluated nuclear data file~ENDF! results@11#. The
ENDF evaluation is based on a covariance analysis of
perimental data and carries uncertainties of less than 2%
the 235U(n, f ) cross section belowEn53 MeV. We attempt
to improve on the previous surrogate methods for estima
(n, f ) cross sections by decomposing the measured fis
probabilities into its components as a function of spin/par
using a statistical model developed to fit the fissio
probability data and extract fission-barrier parameters@3#.
Then these probabilities can be combined with improved
timates of neutron transmission coefficients and summe
give a more realistic (n, f ) estimate. In addition to fission o
the 235U Jp57/22 ground state, the detailed model can
used to estimate fission cross sections of the 1/21 isomer
state at 77 eV. Inputs to the statistical model have b
evaluated and updated where appropriate, and the sensi
of the (n, f ) estimates to various inputs has been evalua
In order to minimize effects due to the uncertainties in t
discrete levels and continuous level densities used in the
culations, a technique is developed to renormalize the res
using the experimental fission-probability measureme
Improvements necessary for the development of a more
dictive approach to estimating (n, f ) cross sections are dis
cussed.

II. MODEL

A. Fission probabilities

The double-humped fission model used to calculate
sion probabilities is taken from earlier papers@1–6# where it
has been used to extract fission-barrier parameters for a l
©2003 The American Physical Society10-1
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number of actinide nuclei from measured fission-probabi
data. In the present work, the version of this model that
sumes complete damping of the flux as it proceeds to fis
across the two peaks of the fission barrier is used. This
proach neglects the resonant penetration of the two-pea
barrier which is important near threshold, but the compl
damping limit is most appropriate for the above-barr
energy region of interest. A truly comprehensive mod
which would allow for resonant penetration, different sym
metries at the three saddles and parallel paths at the se
barrier has never been attempted and is beyond the sco
this work.

Schematically this complete damping model is illustra
in Fig. 1. In the present version of the model, fission p
ceeds through an inner barrierA and then through one o
two parallel paths through barrierB or BII . Evidence for the
existence of a parallel path to fission through barrierBII
can be found in the paper by Gavronet al. @12#, which re-
produces fission-probability data from both236U(t,p f) and
238U(g, f ) reactions in a consistent manner.

The fission probability is simply given by the ratio of th
effective number of open fission channels divided by the s
of the effective number of open channels available for
sion, neutron and gamma de-excitation. The effective nu
ber of open channels for a decay processi from a compound
state with excitation energyEx and spin/parityJp is defined
in terms of its decay widthG i(Ex ,Jp) and the density of
levelsr(Ex ,Jp) by

Ni~Ex ,Jp![2pr~Ex ,Jp!3G i~Ex ,Jp!. ~1!

The effective number of fission states,Nf , is obtained from
the number of states available at theg-asymmetric saddleA
and the sum of the states available at the mass-asymm
andg-asymmetric second saddles along parallel paths to
sion, B andBII . The effective number of open channels f
neutron,Nn , andg ray, Ng , emission are calculated usin
standard Hauser-Feshbach formalisms.

The (t,p f) reaction is thought to proceed in two seque
tial steps: first a compound system is formed by a dir

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the statistical fission mo
used. The inset shows the difference between barriersB and BII

encountered along parallel fission paths: barrierB has a static octu-
pole deformation, whereas barrierBII is triaxial.
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(t,p) reaction and then, after a comparatively long time,
equilibrated nucleus fissions. The (t,p f) fission probabilities
as a function of excitation energyEx are calculated by sum
ming the contributions from individualJp compound states
The individualJp components are obtained from the direc
reaction (t,p) population probabilitiesP(t,p) and the fission
probability Pf from a given state (Ex ,Jp) using

P(t,p f)~Ex!5(
Jp

P(t,p)~Jp!Pf~Ex ,Jp!, ~2!

where the direct-reaction population probabilities are de
mined by distorted-wave Born approximation~DWBA! cal-
culations which are further described in Sec. II C. In th
case the energy dependence forP(t,p) has been suppresse
since P(t,p) does not change significantly with energy ov
the excitation energy region of interest here.

Similarly the neutron-induced fission probability can
obtained by summing over the samePf(Ex ,Jp) values
weighted by calculated neutron compound formation pr
abilities,

P(n, f )~Ex!5(
Jp

PCN~Ex ,Jp!Pf~Ex ,Jp!, ~3!

where the compound-nucleus formation probabilities,PCN ,
are given in terms of the compound-nucleus formation cr
sectionssCN ~see Sec. II C!:

PCN~En ,Jp![
sCN~En ,Jp!

(
Jp

sCN~En ,Jp!

. ~4!

Here the excitation-energy dependence has been convert
neutron energy using the relationEn5Ex2Bn whereBn is
the neutron binding energy. The estimated neutron-fiss
cross section is then obtained from

s (n, f )~En!5(
Jp

sCN~En ,Jp!Pf~Ex ,Jp!. ~5!

There are uncertainties in the discrete and continuous
els used in theNi calculations and discontinuities in the re
gions where discrete and continuous level densities
joined ~see further discussion below!. These discontinuities
tend to produce anomalous structures in theP(t,p f)(Ex) func-
tion which are then mirrored in thes (n, f )(En) function. In
order to remove this anomalous structure, the estima
(n, f ) cross section is further renormalized to the measu
P(t,p f) data as follows:

el
0-2
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s (n, f )
(ren)~En![s (n, f )~En!3

P(t,p f)
(expt)~Ex!

P(t,p f)
(calc)~Ex!

5P(t,p f)
(expt)~Ex!3sCN~En!

3F (
Jp

PCN~En ,Jp!Pf~Ex ,Jp!

(
Jp

P(t,p)~Jp!Pf~Ex ,Jp! G , ~6!

wheresCN(En)[(JpsCN(En ,Jp), to produce a more robus
estimate of the cross section. The term in square bracke
Eq. ~6! contains all the dependence on angular momen
and population mechanisms. This term, labeledF(En), can
be written in a more suggestive form

F~En!511

(
Jp

@PCN~En ,Jp!2P(t,p)~Jp!#Pf~Ex ,Jp!

(
Jp

P(t,p)~Jp!Pf~Ex ,Jp!

,

~7!

that makes manifest the behavior of the estimated (n, f )
cross section when the population probabilities from
neutron-capture and (t,p) reactions are identical; in that cas
F(En) becomes equal to 1 and the renormalized cross
tion in Eq. ~6! is simply the product of the experiment
P(t,p f) data and the calculated compound-nucleus cross
tion, as was done in earlier work@8#. The same simplification
occurs if thePf(Ex ,Jp) probabilities are independent ofJp.
The factorF(En) is discussed further in Sec. III and in th
Appendix. In the remainder of this paper, we will drop t
‘‘ ~ren!’’ superscript for s (n, f ) and it will be implicitly as-
sumed that the (n, f ) cross section has been renormalized
in Eq. ~6!, unless otherwise specified.

The statistical fission model used to produce the pr
abilities Pf(Ex ,Jp) in Eq. ~2! is discussed next, with addi
tional details given in Secs. II B and II C. From a compou
state with excitation energyEx and spin/parityJp three pos-
sible decay paths are considered:g decay, neutron emission
and fission, represented by the number of effective o
channelsNg , Nn , andNf in each case, respectively. Then

Pf~Ex ,Jp!

[f~Ex ,Jp!
Nf~Ex ,Jp!

Ng~Ex ,Jp!1Nn~Ex ,Jp!1Nf~Ex ,Jp!
.

~8!

The coefficientf(Ex ,Jp) is a width-fluctuation correction
factor for both neutron emission and fission, assumin
Porter-Thomas distribution@13# in both cases. This correc
tion is an extension of the formula in Ref.@14# to the case
where both fission and neutron fluctuations may be imp
tant. Following Moldauer@15#, the expression forf(Ex ,Jp)
can be written as the integral
02461
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dt e2pgt
1

S 11
2pft

n f
D n f /211S 11

2pnt

nn
D nn/2 ,

~9!

where thepi[Ni /( iNi for the i 5g,n, f channels are the
uncorrected decay probabilities. The degrees of freedomnn
andn f for the Porter-Thomas distributions are taken equa
Nn and Nf respectively or 1, whichever is larger. This pr
scription for the degrees of freedom was chosen to g
f(Ex ,Jp) a smooth energy dependence, and to provid
consistent treatment of the neutron and fission channels a
rapid damping of the many-partial-wave neutron-width flu
tuations. The factorf(Ex ,Jp) introduces at most a 30% cor
rection to the calculated fission probabilities.

The statisticalg-ray decay is assumed to proceed via ele
tric dipole transitions, and is given by

Ng~Ex ,Jp!52pCgA2/3 (
J85uJ21u

J11 E
0

Ex
derg~e,J8,2p!

3~Ex2e!3, ~10!

whereA is the mass number of the compound system, a
Cg is a normalization constant fixed at 231028 MeV23, in
accordance with Ref.@3#. The level densityrg refers to states
in the first well of the compound nucleus. In the case og
decay in the first well of236U, the energy integral in Eq.~10!
reduces to a sum over discrete states in236U below the
pairing-gap energy, 2D51180 keV; however these discre
levels do not play an important role in the present calcu
tions. The discrete levels used are shown in Fig. 2. The c
tinuous level density functions are discussed in Sec. II B

The neutron emission channel is described by a stand
statistical formula

Nn~Ex ,Jp!5(
i

(
j 5u j i2Ju

j i1J

(
,5u j 21/2u

j 11/2

T, j~Ex2Bn2e i !dp i ,p(21),

1(
J8

(
j 5uJ82Ju

J81J

(
,5u j 21/2u

j 11/2 E
Dn

Ex2Bn
de

3rn~e,J8,p~21!,!T, j~Ex2Bn2e!,
~11!

written here explicitly in terms of discrete-level and contin
ous level-density contributions. The summation over indei
in the first term covers all discrete states (e i , j i ,p i) below
the maximum excitation energyEx2Bn or the pairing energy
Dn , whichever is smaller. In the case of neutron emiss
from 236U to 235U, the neutron binding energy isBn
56.545 MeV, and the adopted pairing energy isDn
5690 keV @16#. The transmission coefficients are denot
by T, j , andrn is the level density in the neutron-out cha
nel.

Fission through a barrierb is given by the standard Hill-
Wheeler form
0-3
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Nb~Ex ,Jp!5(
i

dJ, j i
dp,p i

11expS 2p
e i1Eb2Ex

\vb
D

1E
2Db

`

de
rb~e,J,p!

11expS 2p
e1Eb2Ex

\vb
D , ~12!

whereEb and\vb characterize the height and curvature
the barrier. The discrete-level and continuous level-den
contributions have again been written explicitly. The summ
tion over indexi in the first term extends over discrete tra
sition states above the barrier with excitation energye i , and
spin/parity j i /p i up to the maximum energyEx2Eb , or the
pairing-gap energy 2Db , whichever is smaller.

In the fission model depicted in Fig. 1, three barriers
considered:A, B, andBII . The fissioning nucleus traverse
the inner barrierA and proceeds through one of two paral
fission paths, through barrierB or BII . Fission through the
combined barriers is given by the non-resonant penetra
formula

FIG. 2. First-well discrete levels used in the calculations. T
spin/parity label appears on the right for positive-parity levels a
on the left for negative-parity levels. The pairing gapsDn for the
odd-A system and 2D for the even-even nucleus are marked
dotted lines.
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Nf~Ex ,Jp!5
NA~NB1NBII

!

NA1NB1NBII

. ~13!

In the present calculations, we took\vA50.90 MeV,
\vB50.65 MeV, and\vBII

50.90 MeV. These are typica
values of the barrier curvature parameters for the actin
region @3#. Variation of these values within errors produc
negligible changes in the final deduceds (n, f ) values in this
paper~see the Appendix!. The three barrier heights, the on
adjustable parameters in the model, were optimized to re
duce theP(t,p f) data. The remaining inputs to the model we
fixed based on physically reasonable assumptions.

B. Input level densities and discrete levels

At excitation energies near the fission barrier and near
neutron binding energies, the fission probabilities can
strongly affected by the details of the specific states availa
for decay by either fission or neutron emission. In the ene
regions below the pairing gaps it is essential to carry out
calculations using discrete levels with specified spin, par
and excitation energy. At excitations above the pairing g
in even-even and odd-A nuclei the levels become dens
enough that a continuous statistical level density can be u
In the present model discrete spectra are used for even-
systems up to the pairing gaps (Dp1Dn) and for odd-A sys-
tems up toDp or Dn . For an odd-odd system the continuo
level density would be used at all energies. The discr
spectra used in the first well for235,236U are obtained from
standard compilations@17,18#, and shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 3 shows vibrational states appropriate for each b
rier. The lowestKp501,21,41 and 02,12,22 states were
obtained from results of fitting direct-reaction-fission angu
correlation studies@1,2# and from fits to sub-barrier reso
nances in (d,p f), (t,p f), and (g, f ) studies@3,4,19# ~see
Fig. 3!. These experiments are not sensitive enough to id
tify more than the lowest vibrational band with eachK, and
they give only approximate locations for these bands. Th
vibrational states were then coupled in pairs to form the
maining levels in Fig. 3. Following Griffin@20#, the energy
of the two-phonon state was taken to be the sum of the
ergies of the individual states. Rotational bands were c
structed on top of the vibrational states up to the pairing-g
energy, using a moment of inertiaI given by \2/2I57, 5,
and 7 keV for barriersA, B, andBII , respectively.

Beyond the pairing-gap energy, the continuous level d
sities were taken directly from an earlier fission-probabil
model@19#. In that model, a continuous state densityw(E) is
obtained from the permutation of particles in the she
corrected single-particle spectra at the appropriate saddle
ground state configurations using a Strutinski renormali
tion process. These estimates incorporate appropriate pa
interactions using pairing gaps obtained directly from t
same single-particle spectra. Level densities for specificJp

are then obtained using the microscopic level density
hancement factors from Bjo”rnholm, Bohr, and Mottelson
@21#. The level densities obtained for235,236U at the appro-
priate deformations are shown in Fig. 4. A detailed desc

e
d

0-4
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tion of the level-density calculations is given in Ref.@6#. The
level densities used in the present work were calculated w
out adjustable parameters and the discrete levels were
generated in a systematic way up to the pairing gap. T
approach was preferred because it does not introduce a
tional degrees of freedom into the fission-model calculat
and the fit to theP(t,p f) data. The price that is paid for thi
choice is the mismatch observed between discrete and
tinuum regions in Fig. 4. Sensitivity tests in the Append
show that, because of the renormalization in Eq.~6!, improv-
ing the matching between these regions does not sig
cantly affect the deduced (n, f ) cross section~see, e.g., tests
1 and 7!.

In general terms, the continuous level densities used
this paper can be written in the form

r~Ex ,J,p!5 f pk~U ! f ~J;s'
2 !w~U !, ~14!

where U[Ex2Dp2Dn is the excitation energy corrected fo
pairing, f p gives the dependence on parityp ~in practice
f 25 f 151/2), and the spin dependence is given by
function

f ~J;s2![
2J11

2s'
2

expS 2
J~J11!

2s'
2 D , ~15!

FIG. 3. Vibrational transition states used in the calculatio
given for each barrier and labeled by theirKp quantum numbers
The actual levels are generated by building rotational band m
bers on top of each vibrational state with moment of inertiaI given
by \2/2I57, 5, and 7 keV for barriersA, B, andBII , respectively.
Note that, in the case of theKp502 bands, the first level has
spin/parity 12. The dashed line denotes the pairing-gap energie
02461
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with s'55.45. The collective enhancement factors are b
ken down in terms of the symmetry at the deformation
interest,

k~U !5H s'
2 /@A2p3s i~U !# axially symmetric

2s'
2 /@A2p3s i~U !# reflection asymmetric

2s'
2 triaxial,

~16!

wheres i(U) is calculated along withw(U) by the combi-
natorial method described above.

C. Transmission coefficients and formation cross sections

The evaluation of Eqs.~2! and~5! requires an estimate o
the population cross sections in the (t,p) and neutron-
induced reactions as a function of J,p, and Ex . Figure 5
shows a comparison of calculated populations via the (t,p),
(d,p) and neutron-induced~at En50.5 and 2.0 MeV! reac-
tions. The (t,p) and (d,p) results are taken from Ref.@3#.
The transfer cross sectionss(,) are taken directly from a
DWUCK calculation @22# and multiplied by a requisite (2,
11) normalization factor. As a check, calculations done
ing the codeDWUCK4 @22# show that for proton detection
angles greater than 90°, varying optical parameters,
beam energy and excitation energy within reasonable
tremes does not affect the neutron fission cross section
mates in this paper. For neutron capture, the population c
sections are discussed in more detail below.

It can be seen in Fig. 5 that the decomposition of t
fission probability into spin/parity components is a necess
step in thes (n, f ) calculation, since the formation cross se
tions from the (t,p) and neutron-induced~n! reactions are
quite different, especially forEn50.5 MeV. For En
52.0 MeV, the (t,p) and ~n! distributions are more alike
although the neutron-induced reaction is more akin to
(d,p) process for comparable energy transfers, as migh
expected. The calculation of the formation process is
scribed in this section.

The population probability in the (t,p) reaction, needed
in Eq. ~2!, is obtained using the simple formalism describ
by Backet al. @3#, wherein the expression

S(t,p)~Jp!5
1

2
~2J11!expS 2

S J1
1

2D 2

2s'
2

D
3

(
J85uJ2I 0u

J1I 0

s,J8p

~J1I 0!2uJ2I 0u11
, ~17!

whereI 0 is the target spin, is normalized with respect to
possible spin/parities formed in the compound nucleus
give the formation probability

,

-

.

0-5
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FIG. 4. Total level densities @r tot(Ex)
[(Jpr(Ex ,Jp)# appropriate for~a! the first well
in 236U, ~b! the first well in 235U, ~c! barrier A,
~d! barrierB, and~e! barrierBII .
p

q.

c
re

si
le

nt
ifi

~2J11!

e

P(t,p)~Jp!5
S(t,p)~J !

(
Jp

S~ t,p!~Jp!

. ~18!

It is assumed that the two neutrons transferred in the (t,p)
reaction are in an,50 relative state and, therefore, in E
~17!,

s,J8p5d,,J8dp,(21),3s, . ~19!

The dimensionless formation cross section for (t,p) reac-
tions,s, , is taken from Ref.@3#, and displayed in Fig. 5.

The neutron-induced cross-section and the neutron-de
calculations require neutron transmission coefficients for
evant transferred orbital and total angular momenta (,, j ) as
a function of energy. These inputs have been obtained u
optical models with accepted parameter sets and a coup
channel formalism to calculate transmission coefficie
@23#. Neutron capture into compound states with spec
quantum numbers (Ex ,Jp) is given by@24#
02461
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sCN~En ,Jp!5p|2

~23 1
2 11!~2I t11!

3 (
S5uI t21/2u

I t1
1
2

(
,5uJ2Su

J1S

T,~En! f ,~p!, ~20!

where the transmission coefficientsT, j are averaged over th
possible alignments of the intrinsic spin:

T,~En![
1

2,11
@~,11!T,,,11/2~En!1,T,,,21/2~En!#.

~21!

The weighting factorf ,(p) in Eq. ~20! ensures parity con-
servation in the reaction:

f ,~p!5
1

2
up1~21!,p tpnu. ~22!
0-6
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A sample of the more important transmission coefficie
used is compared in Fig. 6 to older calculations using
ABACUS code@7#. It is seen that the trend in the new Dietric
calculations@23# while showing some structure are genera
much closer to the empirical constant value successf
used in previous work@8# ~see Fig. 7!.

III. RESULTS

A. Fit to 234U„t,pf… data

There are two available sets of (t,p f) data that were pub
lished by Brittet al. in 1968@1# and Backet al. in 1974@3#.
The data sets differ significantly in the region just below t
neutron binding energy as shown in Fig. 8. The experime
techniques and objectives in the two experiments were q
different. The 1968 experiment involved a detailed measu
ment of the fission-fragment angular correlations with
goal of identifying the positions of major collective bands
the fission saddle point. It used a small solid-angle telesc
for proton identification and measurement. The triton bo
barding energy of 18 MeV with proton detection at 14
shifts most of the carbon and oxygen contaminant peaks
of the proton energy region of interest in this work. The 19
experiment was aimed at measuring sub-barrier reson
structures with relatively low fission probabilities. It used
bombarding energy of 15 MeV, a large solid angle prot
telescope at 90° and a single large-angle annular fission

FIG. 5. Relative cross sections for the (t,p), (d,p), and
neutron-induced~n! reactions atEn50.5 and 2.0 MeV, as a function
of transferred orbital angular momentum,. Lines are drawn con-
necting the (t,p), (d,p), and~n! points to guide the eye.
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tector at 180° in order to get maximum coincidence statist
This configuration resulted in strong C and O contamin
peaks near and just aboveBn and limited the energy rang
that could be studied to about 0.5 MeV aboveBn .

In these experiments the major problem in determinin
fission probability is extracting the singles cross section
235U(t,p) due to the large background of protons from rea
tions on carbon and oxygen included in the targets. The
citation energy regions where the235U(t,p) is obscured by C
and O contaminants is shown by open symbols in Fig. 8
both experiments. In general the235U(t,p) singles were de-
termined by extrapolating underneath the observed C an
peaks. In the 1968 experiments this was much easier bec
of the smaller kinematic spreads and because a separat
of measurements was also performed using an even sm
solid angle for the particle telescope. Additionally, in th
1968 experiment the fission fragment angular correlati
were measured directly, which made the integration of
distribution over 4p more reliable. For this reason theP(t,p f)
data for the region of the neutron binding energy and hig
is believed to be more reliable in the 1968 experiment.

In the present work we refit the 1968 data. The barr
heightsEA and EB were adjusted to reproduce theP(t,p f)
data below the neutron binding energy, and the barrier he
EBII

was taken to be the same as in238U, as established in
Ref. @12# ~see the Appendix for the effect of different fittin

FIG. 6. Neutron transmission coefficientsT, j calculated by
Dietrich @23# and used in the present work, compared to older c
culations using theABACUS program~Crameret al. @7#!. only the
coefficients with,<2 are shown.
0-7
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W. YOUNES AND H. C. BRITT PHYSICAL REVIEW C67, 024610 ~2003!
prescriptions!. Barrier heights of EA56.2 MeV, EB
56.0 MeV, andEBII

56.4 MeV were used in the fit. TheA
and B barrier heights are somewhat higher than those
tained by Backet al. @3# because of the differences in th
data and in the level-density formulations used. The res
are shown in Fig. 9. The fit is reasonable in the barrier reg
but overshoots the data in the region nearBn and under-
shoots in the region nearEx58 MeV. The origin of these
deviations is not clear. In the region ofEx'Bn there is a
significant difference between the two data sets so the p
lem could be experimental. In the region near 8 MeV the
may be due to problems in the level densities in the regi
where the discrete levels transition to a continuous level d
sity. It is the presence of this anomalous structure that le
the necessity for the renormalization procedure discusse
Sec. II A.

The P(t,p f) calculations involve summing the individua
Pf(J

p) over all Jp weighted by the partial cross section
shown in Fig. 5. Thus, it is possible to examine the in
vidual Pf distributions to obtain insight into the factors in
fluencing P(t,p f) in the region near threshold. Figure 1
shows thePf distributions for individualJ states with~a!
positive and~b! negative parities. It is seen that the behav
in the threshold region is driven by two components. F
fission proceeds through theK501 and 02 bands with natu-
ral parity states (01, 21, 41, . . . ) and (12, 32, 52, . . . ).
Then at higher excitation energies the vibrationalK521 and

FIG. 7. Compound-nucleus cross section for the neutron-cap
reaction calculated using transmission coefficients from Dietr
@23# and from olderABACUS results~Crameret al. @7#!, compared to
the constant cross section used by Brittet al. @8#.
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12 bands become available and bring in the rest of the st
except for the 11 and 02 since in this model it is difficult to
make 11 or 02 states at excitations below the pairing ga
The first 11 arises from a two-phonon excitation of theK
502 and 12 according to the model of Griffin@20#. There-
fore, in this model, fission through these states is inhibited
the low-energy (n, f ) region. This effect sets the stage fo
possible deviations that are tied to target spin in low-ene
fission cross sections. For example, in235U with ground state
Jp57/22 there is little involvement of 11, 02 fissioning
states at low energies. For239Pu, with ground stateJp

51/21, it can be expected that 11, 02 states will be
strongly excited in the region belowEn51 MeV and that
their fission may be inhibited. In235U there is also a low
lying isomer ~at 77 eV! with Jp51/21 which in principle
could allow an experimental investigation of this effect.

The Pf(Ex ,Jp) results shown in Fig. 10 also illustrat
that forEn.1.5 MeV (Ex.8.0 MeV) the fission probabili-
ties converge and no longer show a significant depende
on Jp. This is because this region is now dominated by
statistical level densities which have similar spin distrib
tions that cancel out in the ratio of the number of open ch
nels, Nf /Nn . This result verifies the validity of the earlie
observation @7,8# that direct-reaction fission probabilitie
could be transformed to (n, f ) cross sections simply by mul
tiplying by the neutron compound-nucleus cross section.

re
h

FIG. 8. Comparison ofP(t,p f) data from Brittet al. @1# and Back
et al. @3# experiments. Open symbols represent regions where
data were contaminated by carbon and oxygen peaks. Uncont
nated data are represented by filled symbols. The dotted line m
the neutron binding energy.
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NEUTRON-INDUCED FISSION CROSS SECTIONS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 67, 024610 ~2003!
B. Simulated „n,f … cross section

Figure 9 shows the estimated (n, f ) cross section result
from the model withPf renormalized to the (t,p f) data. The
result is compared to the evaluated ENDF/B-VI data for235U
@11#. It is seen that the simulated cross sections gener
agree with ENDF/B-VI within the estimated systematic e
rors ~610%! published for the (t,p f) data except for an
approximate 20% overshoot in the region of 0.2–0.5 M
This is an energy region where both the data and the ca
lated neutron compound cross sections could have incre
uncertainties and the interpretation of this discrepancy is
clear. However, overall the agreement between the simul
cross section and ENDF/B-VI is remarkably good. This co
parison involves no adjustable ‘‘parameters’’ so that
agreement implies that this procedure, the absolute fis
probability measurements, and the calculated neutron c
pound cross sections are collectively accurate to appr
mately 10%.~Although the possibility of larger errors whic
cancel in the product cannot be ruled out.! The 235U(n, f )
cross section deduced in this work is also compared to
original estimate by Crameret al. @7# in Fig. 9. Crameret
al.’s results are based on the sameP(t,p f) data as the presen
work, but rely on older transmission-coefficient calculatio

FIG. 9. Best fit to theP(t,p f) data ~top panel!, and estimated
(n, f ) cross section compared to the original result of Crameret al.
@7# and the evaluated ENDF/B-VI values~bottom panel!. The dot-
ted line in the top panel indicates the neutron-binding energy va
The error bars on the estimateds (n, f ) values correspond to a 10%
systematic uncertainty in theP(t,p f) data. The Crameret al. cross
section carries the same 10% uncertainty associated with theP(t,p f)

data~error bars not shown!.
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and do not incorporate spin and parity in the calculatio
Crameret al.’s cross section values, plotted in Fig. 9, a
averaged over 100-keV intervals belowEn51 MeV, and
over 250-keV intervals aboveEn51 MeV, as was done in
Ref. @7#. The (n, f ) cross section estimated in the prese
work is clearly in much better agreement with the END
B-VI evaluation than the original result, especially for inc
dent neutron energies below 1 MeV.

Because of the renormalization technique used in Eq.~6!
it is not possible to extrapolate the inferred cross secti
outside the energy range covered in the (t,p f) measurement
(En50.1– 2.5 MeV). Possible improvements that could gi
more predictive powers to this technique will be discussed
the Appendix. A following paper will show calculated surro
gate fission cross sections obtained from (t,p f) data for a
series of other Th, U, and Pu isotopes, many of which are
directly measurable.

As discussed above, there is a predicted dependenc
the (n, f ) cross section on the target spin in the energy reg
En,1.5 MeV. This effect is most prominent for target spi
that involve strong populations of 11 and 02 states in the
compound nucleus. The fission of the 1/21 isomer at 77 eV

e.
FIG. 10. Best-fit values of the individual fission probabilitie

Pf(Ex ,Jp), as a function of excitation energyEx of the compound
nucleus. The positive-parity probabilities are plotted in panel~a!,
while the negative-parity ones are shown in panel~b!. The dotted
vertical line indicates the neutron-binding energy value.
0-9
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W. YOUNES AND H. C. BRITT PHYSICAL REVIEW C67, 024610 ~2003!
in 235U will be inhibited at low neutron energies according
this model. Figure 11 shows predictions fors (n, f ) from this
model and the ratio of predicted cross sections for the iso
and the ground state. The results show a decrease ins (n, f )

for the isomer of about 30% at 0.1 MeV which disappe
slowly as the neutron energy increases to 2 MeV. This e
mate relies on the premise that the only low-lying 11 states
at the fission saddle points come from two-phonon excita
of the K502

^ K512 and K512
^ K522 bands and tha

the two phonon bands lie at approximately the sum ene
for the individual vibrational excitations. Changes in the a
sumed position for the first 11 and 02 would have quantita-
tive but not qualitative effects on the results~see the Appen-
dix!. This relative inhibition of fission below 2 MeV could
also be present in237U, 239Pu, and241Cm all of which have
a 1/21@743# ground state. Estimated (n, f ) cross sections for
237U will be presented in a subsequent paper. The pre
results for the235Um isomer are in general agreement wi
similar calculations by Lynn and Hayes@25#.

The effect of including spin and parity in theP(t,p f) cal-
culations is quantified by the factorF(En) defined in Eq.~7!.
This factor is plotted in Fig. 12 which shows that, forEn
50.1– 2.5 MeV, the effect of includingJp is at most;15%
for neutron-induced fission of the235U ground state but, for
fission induced on the isomer, the effect can be as larg
;35%.

FIG. 11. Best-fit estimates of~a! the 235Um(n, f ) cross section,
and ~b! the isomer-to-ground-state (n, f ) cross section ratio. The
error bars ons (n, f ) reflect a 10% systematic uncertainty in th
P(t,p f) data.
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IV. DISCUSSION

We have shown that by modeling the angular-moment
dependence of the fission probability for236U it is possible
to use measured234U(t,p f) data to simulate the235U(n, f )
cross section to within nearly the accuracy of the (t,p f) data
(6 10%! over the incident neutron energy region from 0.1
2.5 MeV. With the model developed in this work it is als
possible to predict the235Um(n, f ) cross section and the re
sults show a significant decrease ins (n, f ) for the isomer
relative to the ground state at energies below 2 MeV. T
decrease can be understood in terms of a reduced proba
for fission from 11 and 02 states near the fission threshol
However, in order to obtain these quantitative results it w
necessary to renormalize the calculated (t,p f) probability
values obtained from the model to the experimental data.
renormalization procedure was necessary to smooth struc
that appears in the model predictions due to uncertaintie
the level densities in the matching regions between
discrete- and continuous-level regions.

In these results we see that to obtain quantitative e
mates ofs (n, f ) it is necessary to account for the differenc
in the angular-momentum distributions in the (t,p f) and
(n, f ) reactions. However, the angular-momentum effects
only important in the regionEn,1 MeV. At higher energies
we find ~Fig. 10! that thePf(Ex ,Jp) distributions become
independent ofJp because of a preponderance of decays
the continuous level-density region above the pairing ga
In the continuous level-density region the levels in the fi
well and on top of the barriers have very similar spin dist

FIG. 12. Plot of the factorF defined in Eq.~7! for neutron-
induced fission on both the235U ground state and isomer.
0-10
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NEUTRON-INDUCED FISSION CROSS SECTIONS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 67, 024610 ~2003!
butions so that any spin dependence for the ratioNf /Nn
disappears. This result confirms the empirical observatio
previous work@7,8#.

A lower limit for the application of this technique is est
mated to be approximatelyEn;0.1 MeV. This limit is con-
sistent with the energy resolution in the (t,p f) measuremen
~120-keV full width at half maximum! and increasing uncer
tainties in the neutron transmission coefficients below 1
keV. Improved experiments and theory could in princip
decrease both of these limits. However, extensions of
surrogate technique toEn ,100 keV would apply only to
energy-integrated cross sections. Thus for example, the m
sured isomer-to-ground-state ratio values of 1.6160.44 and
2.4760.45 @26# at cold- and thermal-neutron energies, r
spectively, could not be directly compared to the predictio
of the technique because the235U(n, f ) and 235Um(n, f )
cross sections are determined primarily by the propertie
nearby resonances at these low energies.

It would be valuable to have a fission model that, when
to data in the barrier region, could predictP(t,p f) ands(n, f )
values up to equivalent neutron energies of 5 MeV or mo
The renormalization technique used in this paper limits
applicability of our model to the range of available expe
mental data. However, if the need to renormalize is due
marily to problems in the level density regions where d
crete bands are matched to the continuous densities,

FIG. 13. Best fit extended toEx511.5 MeV in 236U ~top panel!.
The vertical dotted line denotes the neutron-binding energy va
The bottom panel shows the (n, f ) cross-section calculations ex
tended up toEn55 MeV ~solid line!. The filled circles represen
the same renormalized calculation as in Fig. 9. The ENDF/B
evaluation is shown as a dashed line for comparison.
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extrapolations to higher energies could be attempted al
with increased systematic uncertainties. To test this idea
calculations forn1235U were extended toEn55 MeV and
the results are shown in Fig. 13. The predicteds(n, f ) points
in Fig. 13 increase slowly and smoothly above 2 MeV a
are approximately 30% greater than the ENDF/B-VI value
En55 MeV. It is possible that small changes in the barr
parameters could give an even better fit. This result sugg
that the undershoot in the excitation energy region of 8 M
may be due to local mismatching of the level densities at
pairing gaps as speculated above. This question and the
eral refining of the model to allow extrapolation to high
energies will be addressed in a subsequent paper that
contain the results of systematic fits to the series of Th
and Pu isotopes available from past (t,p f) measurements
and some of the odd-Z nuclei that have been studied usin
3He-induced direct fission measurements.
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TABLE I. Description of sensitivity-analysis tests.

Test No. Description

1 Replaced discrete levels with continuum level densi
235U.

2 Eliminated all two-phonon transition states above
barriers.

3 Used transmission coefficients from theABACUS

calculation.
4 Assumed twice as many positive- as negative-parity s

in 1st wells of 236U and 235U, affecting g and neutro
decays as well as the formation processes.

5 Used constantP(t,p)(J
p) population probability up toJ

510, zero forJ.10.
6 Fit entireEx energy range ofP(t,p f) data, varying all thre

barrier heights.
7 Scaled 1st-well continuum level density by 2.5 in236U and

by 2.0 in 235U to match known level spacings at the neu
binding energy.

8 Used double-Lorentzian dependence forg-ray strengt
function instead ofEg

3 form in Eq. ~10!.
9 Raised all two-phonon energies by 30% for transition s

above the barriers.
10 Scaled the discrete-level contribution toNn by the facto

0.58 to eliminate the dip in the calculatedP(t,p f)(Ex) curve
11 Set\vA50.65.
12 Set\vB50.90.
13 Turned off width-fluctuation correction for both fission

neutron emission.
14 Fit withoutBII barrier.
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APPENDIX: SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

In this appendix thes (n, f ) calculations described in th
main body of the paper are subjected to a series of sensit
tests. These tests will show that the final cross section res
are insensitive to all but a few factors in the model. T
robustness of the results is due in large part to the renorm
ization of the s (n, f ) calculations to theP(t,p f) data. This
renormalization procedure, described by Eq.~6! partitions
the calculated (n, f ) cross section into three contribution
the measured fission probabilitiesP(t,p f) , the calculated
neutron-capture cross sectionsCN , and the factorF defined
in Eq. ~7!. The first factor,P(t,p f)

(expt) is purely experimental,
sCN is largely determined by the neutron transmission co
ficients, and the factorF is influenced primarily by the num
ber of open discrete fission and neutron channels forEn& 1
MeV and becomes model independent at higher energie

A set of sensitivity tests is detailed in Table I, and a s
lection of these is shown in Fig. 14. TheF(En) curves cor-
responding to the tests plotted in Fig. 14 can be found in F
15.

In test 1 the continuum level density in235U was extended
down to the ground state, replacing the discrete levels. T
variation mitigates the ‘‘dip’’ in the calculatedP(t,p f) prob-

FIG. 14. Sample of sensitivity tests for the estimated (n, f ) cross
section on the235U ground state and isomer. A description of th
various tests can be found in Table I.
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abilities by effectively reducing the number of low-lying lev
els in 235U compared to the best-fit result. The effect o
calculated cross sections is most readily seen in the cas
neutron-induced fission on the235U isomer where the calcu
lateds (n, f ) values in this test overshoot the best-fit curve.
practice, the discrete levels in235U are well known up to the
pairing gap, and it is not necessary to lower the match
point between discrete and continuum regions. In the sa
spirit, the contribution toNn from discrete states was scale
back in test 10 to reduce the dip in calculatedP(t,p f) values,
with less than a 6% change in the cross sections on ei
ground or isomeric states in235U.

Removing all two-phonon states above the barriers,
was done in test 2, mostly affects the fit to theP(t,p f) data
and then1235Um cross-section calculation. In this test,
was necessary to supplement the reduced number of dis
states above the barriers by replacing the discrete spec
with a constant level density function from about 900 keV
excitation energy up to the pairing gaps. This prescript
actually introduces a higher density of 02 and 11 states than
is shown for the best-fit calculation in Fig. 3. As a cons
quence, the calculations performed under test 2 produce
isomer-to-ground-state cross-section ratio slightly hig
than the one shown in Fig. 11, rising to 1 atEn'0.6 MeV. A
less drastic modification of the discrete levels above the
sion barriers was carried out in test 9, where the two-pho
state energies were raised by 30% to mimic the effect
anharmonicities in the vibration. In that case, the result

FIG. 15. Sensitivity of the factorF defined in Eq.~7! to the tests
described in Table I for the~a! n1235U, and~b! n1235Um reactions.
The legend is the same as in Fig. 14.
0-12
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NEUTRON-INDUCED FISSION CROSS SECTIONS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 67, 024610 ~2003!
s (n, f ) cross sections deviate by less than 6% from the bes
values.

The most striking departure from the best fit occurs
test 3 where an older set of transmission coefficients, p
duced using the codeABACUS @7#, was used. Interestingly
there is essentially no difference between theF(En) values
calculated with either the older or current transmission co
ficients~see Fig. 15!. Therefore the transmission coefficien
primarily affect the capture cross-section calculation.

In test 4 the density of positive-parity states was increa
to twice the density of negative-parity states in the first we
of 235U and 236U. This change was motivated by the dea
of negative-parity orbitals near the Fermi surface for the
tinides and it affects the calculated fission probabilit
Pf(Ex ,Jp) as well as the formation probabilitiesP(t,p)(J

p)
andPCN(Ex ,Jp). These changes produce a noticeable va
tion in the calculatedF(En) values~Fig. 15!. The resulting
ys
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il-
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r
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effect can most clearly be seen in the neutron-induced c
section on the235Um isomer. However, the factor-of-two en
hancement of positive-parity states is very likely excessi
and the difference in density between the two parities sho
quickly disappear with excitation energy.

The effect of a significant change to the (t,p) formation
probability was investigated in test 5. The changes in
calculateds (n, f ) values are confined to the region belo
En' 200 keV. More realistic variations ofP(t,p) obtained by
altering the input parameters in the DWBA calculatio
within reasonable limits produce negligible changes in
resulting (n, f ) cross sections.

Additional tests are described in Table I, but not shown
Figs. 14 and 15. These tests did not produce signific
changes in the calculateds (n, f ) values~i.e., less than615%
deviations from the best fit for fission on either the grou
state or the isomer in235U for En>100 keV).
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